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Introduction 

Originally heat treatment furnaces 

were lined with dense fireclay bricks 

with insulating materials as a backing. 

Since the development of hot face in-

sulating firebricks in the 1930's, most 

heat treatment furnaces have been lined 

with this material to take advantage of 

its lighter weight, lower heat storage 

and lower thermal conductivity. Over 

the last ten years or so, ceramic fib es, 

mainly in the form of blankets, have 
become increasingly used as heat tr at-

ment furnace linings. Ceramic fi res 
have even lower densities, i.eat 

storage and thermal conductivity than 

insulating fibrebricks. Refer to A:)pen-

dix 2. 

Ceramic fibre is made by blowing 

molten naturally occurring alumina 

silicate clays or synthetic alumina/sAica 

mixes, The fibres can be formed Into 

many different products, the .lost 

important one for furnace linings 

being blankets. Alumina silicate f bre 

for maximum use temperatureS of 

1260°C and 1400°C and a pure aluinina 

one for 1600°C can be produced. These 

blankets retain their resiliency throu-

ghout most of their thickness when 

exposed to these maximum usage tem-

peratures. They are formed In thick-

nesses from 6mm to 50rnm, 610milt or 

1220mm wide and 7.3m long. 	The 

This Paper deals with th ,  progres-

sion of furnace linings frortt firebricks 

through insulation bricks to ceramic 

fibre. The light weight f ceramic 
fibres and the resulting ad antages in 

thermal conductivity, they ?al storage, 

ease of installation and red iced struc-

tural loading is cliscusse 	Ceramic 

fibres have other major advantages; 

for example, they do not sfiffer from 

thermal shock, exhibit no thermal ex-

pansion, are flexible and silient and 

resistant to most acid and alkali 

attack. These are some f the rea-

sons why ceramic fibres a e replacing 

conventional rettactor,'a in heat 

treatment and rthea.in furnace 

linings. 

The use of veneer I pings, 	e. 

ceramic fibre attached to xisting re-

fractory furnace linings, I also dis-

cussed. 

The results of Iusing either full 

ceramic fibre or veneer lin cgs are fuel 

savings of between 10% a d 50% and 

in intermittent furnaces, f ster heating 

up and cooling down of he furnace. 

The paper illustrates t ese results 

with typical actual case istories. 

density of blankets rules ;roll 48kg! 

M3  up to 160kg/M3  wit the most 
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popular one for furnace linings being 

I28kg/m3. Unlike conventional refrac-

tories where thermal conductivity in-

creases with density, the 'k' value of 

ceramic fibres decreases with density 

up to a density of about 300kg/m3. 

See Appendix I. 

Advantages of using ceramic 

fibre 

The low density of the ceramic fibre 

blanket, either directly or indirectly, 

gives it many advantages over conven-

tional solid refractories. The lighter 

weight of the lining allows a reduction 

in the structural steel normally used 

to support furnace linings. Since the 

amount of heat stored In a heated 

lining Is a function of specific heat mul-

tiplied by mass, the use of the - light-

weight ceramic fibre reduces the heat 

storage of the lining considerably. 

Refer to Appendix 2. 

Besides reducing the amount of fuel 

required to fire the furnace, the lower 

heat storage means that the furnace 

can be brought up to temperature 

faster and cooled faster. This allows 

faster cycling and quicker access to 

the furnace if it must be cooled down 

for repairs. 

The very low thermal conductivity of 

this lightweight ceramic fibre allows a 

lining to be more thermally efficient or, 

more commonly, allows a thin fibre 

lining to achieve the same casing tem-

perature and heat flow as a thicker 

insulating firebrick lining. Refer to 

Appendix 2. The fibre lining not only 

weighs less per cubic metre of lining  

but It is also thinner, requires less 

floor space and allows an even greater 
saving in structural steel, 

The ceramic fibre blanket lining Is 

very easily installed by plant personnel. 

The installation requires no special 

skills except in the welding of the 

anchor system. The blanket Is easily 

cut with a knife to the correct configu-

ration to fit into complicated areas. 

The flexibility of this product allows It 

to fit over curved surfaces, extend 

around corners or cover odd shaped 

protrusions Into the furnace. 	Since 

any expansion of the Individual fibres 

is taken up within the blanket stucture, 

expansion joints are not required with 

ceramic fibre linings. 

Both during and after construction, 

the flexibility and resiliency of the cera-

mic fibre allows it to withstand ben-

ding, flexure or indirect mechanical 

shock such as a blow to the steel casing. 

This ability makes ceramic fibre an 

Ideal lining material for furnaces which 

are fabricated at one location and shi-

pped to another site before being used 

or furnaces which are designed to be 

moved to facilitate loading and unloa-

ding. This latter movement may be 

horizontal, the furnace running on tra-. 

cks, or vertical, the furnace or cover 

being lifted. 

Special cold weather precautions, 

conditioning procedures and start-up 
schedules which are required with 

brick and tastable linings are not neces-

sary for furnaces lined with ceramic 

fibre. The furnace can be fired as soon 

as the last blanket is installed or delay 

in firing can be as long as necessary 
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without affecting the ceramic fibre 

lining, 

When the furnace is fired, it may be 

raised in temperature, as far as the 

fibre lining is concerned, as fast as the 

burner system will allow since the 

ceramic fibre Is not subject to thermal 
shock. In any cycling furnace the resis-

tance to thermal shock and the low 

heat storage, which means less heat 
going into the lining each cycle, are 

quite probably the most important 

qualities of. the ceramic fibre linings. 

Without doubt, ceramic fibre mate-

rials for lining furnaces are much more 

adaptable than the now out-dated 

alternatives of solid refractories. What 

other refractory material can you cut  

with a knife ? or bend round corners ? 
These advantages, of course, make the 
design of the furnace lining much easier 

as no special shapes or complicated 

anchor designs are required. 

Ceramic fibres are unaffected by 
most acids and alkalis which is an 

advantage when dealing with special 

atmosphere furnaces or furnaces fired 

on fuel which contains a high sulphur 
content. 

The advantages of using ceramic 

fibres in furnace linings from the point 
of view of the furnace designer, the 

lining Installer and the furnace user 
may be summarised as below In 

Table I. 

TABLE-1 

Feature 	 User Installer 	 Designer 

Resilient. 	No damage in 
use. 

Easy. 	 Simpler designs 
installation. 	Lighter structures. 

No thermal 	Reduction in 
expansion. 	repairs. 

Quicker 	Simpler designs. 
Installation. 	Lighter structures. 

Very low thermal More efficient 
conductivity. 	energy use and 

higher 
productivity. 

Smaller furnaces. 

Low weight (heat Easier handling. 
storage). 	 Reduced fuel bills. 

Increased productivity. 

No thermal shock. Quicker cycling. 
fewer repairs. 
Longer life. 

Easier 
Installation. 

Light structures 
with reduction in 
support structure. 

SImpler.control 
systems. 

Good resistance 
to mechanical 
shock. 

Fewer repairs. 
Longer life. 

Less materials 	Simpler designs. 
wastage. 

Excellent chemical 	Fewer repairs. 
stability. 	 Longer life, 

Simpler designs. 
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Limitations to the use of Ceramic 

Fibres 

As mentioned previously, the ceramic 

fibre can take indirect mechanical shock 

and vibration but It cannot withstand 

direct mechanical damage. Continuous 

scraping across the surface of the blan-

ket, which could result in the fibre 

being abraded away, may be handled by 

covering the surface of the blanket 

with a woven wire mesh or expanded 

metal lath of a suitable alloy. A heavy 

blow hitting directly on the surface of 

any type of lining material would pro-

bably cause damage; however, the fibre 

lining shows an advantage here as it 

can be quickly cooled down and is more 

easily repaired than other linings when 

such damage occurs. 

It is difficult to measure velocities 

of gases moving into or across furnace 

linings and for this reason It Is not 

easy to define the velocity limitations 

for the use of ceramic fibre blanket 

linings, Where velocities are known 

to exceed 15m per second and turbu-

lence may be expected, some form of 

surface protection is normally used. 

The woven wire mesh covering will 

handle many low temperature marginal 

velocity conditions, while an expanded 

metal lath with the diagonals oriented 

to direct the flow away from the blan-

ket face may be required for more 

severe velocities at low temperatures. 

More commonly, the banket is rigidi-

sed by the use of a colloidal silica solu- 

tion. For higher temperatures, the 

vacuum formed board or wet felt may 

have to be used. The hardened forms 

naturally lose the flexibility and resili-

ency of the soft blanket and should not 

be used unless required. 

For directional gas flow with mode-

rate velocities which ,are not of the 

magnitude to tear the blanket surface 

but could cause joint disruption, the 

hot face layer or exposed blanket Is 

placed in an overlapping pattern to 

prevent any butt edges from being 

fluffed up by the velocity. 	See 

Appendix 3. 

Reducing atmospheres may or may 

not be a problem depending on the 

temperature, the make.up of the at-

mosphere and the percentage of hydro-

gen and carbon monoxide present. 

Using the high duty 1400 fibre blanket 

can eliminate most of the reducible 

oxides present In the lining material 

and Is, therefore, suitable for reducing 

atmospheres. Carbon monoxide has a 

thermal conductivity similar to that of 

air and should not noticeably affect the 

thermal conductivity of the lining, 

Hydrogen has a much higher thermal 

conductivity and can considerably raise 

the thermal conductivity of any refrac-

tory. The amount of increase in ther-

mal conduttivity is directly propor-

tional to the percentage of hydrogen 

In the atmosphere and inversely pro-

portional to the density of the lining 

material. 	Therefore, the Increase in a 

low density ceramic fibre lining is 

much greater than the increase in a 

higher density insulating firebrick 

lining. This makes the use of ceramic 

fibre blanket linings in atmospheres 
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containing 	high percentages of hy- 

drogen open to question. This 

does not apply to furnaces such as coil 

annealing furnaces where the atmos. 

phere is contained within an inner 

shell and does not come into contact 

with the lining. 

Typical lining arrangement 

Most fibre linings are not made u 

entirely of ceramic fibre blanket. 

less expensive form of insulation 

normally used behind the ceramic fibre 

blanket to reduce the cost of the 

lining. The most common form taken 

by these linings is, starting from the 

hot face, one or more layers of cerami 

fibre banker backed up with minera 

wool block insulation or, more corn 

monly now, ceramic fibre L. T. blanke 

suitable for a temperature of 950°C 

See Appendix 4. The lining is attache 

to a steel shell or casing by a metal 

anchor system. The mineral wool 

block may be replaced by mineral wool 

blanket in areas involving sharp direc- 

tional changes or curvatures. 	Linings 

should be designed so that the inter-

face temperature does not exceed the 

working temperature of the mineral 

wool or L. T. blanket. The joints 

successive layers of blanket should b 
staggered to prevent radiant heat fro 

having a direct path to the backin 

lining in case any of the joints open. 

For furnaces in which the atmospheres 

may be harmful to mineral wool ( e.g. 

sulphurous ), but not to ceramic fibre, 

the back-up material should be lower 

density ceramic fibre blanket or L. TI  

blanket. The lower density blanket  

should not be used as the hot face or 

exposed blanket but it is more econo-• 

mical than the I28kg/m3  dens ty blan-

ket for back-up layers. 

The normally accepted use limit of 

the ceramic fibre blanket is 1260°C or 

1400°C in the case of high duty fibre 

but the metal stud system used to 

anchor the fibre must be selected with 

j working temperature in mind, Inconel 

601 steel is required for an hors at 

the highest temperatures. Aiiy corro-

sive contaminants in the dperation 

should be considered while selecting 

anchoring materials, 

Anchoring 

The most common anchoring system 

for ceramic fibre blanket linings uses 'a 

metal stud of the proper alldy which 

is attached to the metal csIng by 

either stud gun welding or hand weld-

ing. The lining materials are Impaled 

over this stud and a retaining device is 

attached to hold the lining materials 

tightly against the casing. The retain-

ing device is normally a washer which 

fits over the stud and is held In place 

either by a nut, in which case the stud 

must be threaded ( see Appendix 5), 

or by the washer and stud being de-
signed to have the washer twisted to 

fit Into a locking notch in the stud 

(see Appendix 6). In the latter case, 

the stud Is generally rectangulir Instead 

of round in cross section and the 

washer has the sides bent upward to 

facilitate the twisting requiredl 

The locking washer system requires 

much less time to install than the 

threaded stud system since placing the 
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locking washer over the stud and 

twisting it to lock is much faster than 

screwing a nut onto a threaded stud. 

However, the washer can only be lock-

ed at predetermined locations normally 

In 	Increments along the length of the 

stud while the nut and washer can be 

placed at any depth along the threaded 

stud. The locking washer system also 

requires some compression of the cera-

mic fibre blanket so it cannot. be  used 

if the lining consists of only block or 

board form of material. 

Since these anchors are welded to 

the casing before the lining materials ;  

are placed, an anchor location pattern 

must be laid out on the casing based 

upon the width of the blanket to be 

used and the orientation of the blanket 

placement. The anchor pattern should 

be based upon compressing the blan-

kets together at the joints to ensure 

a good tight fit. Therefore, 610mm 

wide blanket should be assumed to 

cover only 600mm. The stud location 

layout should be based upon the ex-

posed or hot face layer of blanket and 

the Joints In any back-up layers of 

blanket should be offset. Refer to 

Appendix 3 and see Appendix 7. 

After the stud layout is marked on 

the casing, the location of each stud 

can be checked and the casing cleaned 

of grease, rust, etc. where required 

before the welding of the studs Is 

started. 

In difficult atmosphere furnaces or 

at temperatures too high for the metal 

from which the anchors are made, pat-

ches of blanket may be placed over  

the end of the stud or a ceramic 

anchor ( e. g. cuplock ) used. See 

Appendix 8, 

Veneer Linings 

In many cases, existing brick linings 

in furnaces are in good condition and 

it Is not considered economic to take 

out the lining to replace It with com-

plete, low thermal mass ceramic fibre 

linings. It is still possible; however, to 

save fuel and time by placing ceramic 

fibre In blanket form or stack bonded 

module form on top of the existing 

refractory. Blankets are placed using 

studs driven Into the exlstirg refrac-

tory, and stack bonded modules by 

sticking with cement. 

Let us consider the veneering of an 

existing brick lined furnace with a thin 

layer of ceramic fibre. Because of its 

low thermal mass and Its low thermal 

conductivity, the installation of a cera-

mic fibre veneer offers three main 

benefits to the furnace operator. 

I. By restricting the heat flow and 

reducing the actual brick tempera-

ture the heat absorbed by' the 

furnace lining is considerably re-

duced. This results in major fuel 

economies. 

2. By restricting the heat flow to the 

lining the time taken for the fur-

nace to reach working temperature 

Is reduced and so output is in. 

creased. 

3. By reducing the average tempera-

ture of the brickwork and also the 

temperature 	profile within the 

bricks, the risk of spelling is 
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greatly reduced and so, mainten-

ance costs are saved 

The effect of Installing a ceramic 

fibre veneer is Illustrated below 
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Fig. 1—Effect of adding 51mm ceramic 

fibre veneer to either the hot 

face or cold face of 229mm 

brick at thermal equilibrium. 

Fig. I shows the temperature profile 

through a 229mm brick lining with a 

hot face temperature of 1350°C at 

thermal equilibrium. The cold face 

temperature is about 280°C and the 

mean brick temperature about • 800°C. 

The effect of adding a 51 mm veneer of 

ceramic fibre to the hot face or the 

cold face Is illustrated. In both cases 

the veneer reduces the cold face tem. 

perature to about 200°C. When 

ceramic fibre is added to the hot face 

the maximum brick temperature falls 

to 800°C and the mean brick tempe- • 

rature to about 500°C. 

When the veneer is added to the 

cold face the maximum brick tempera- 
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Fig. 2—Effect of adding 51mm ceramic 

fibre veneer to either the hot face 

or cold face of 229mm brick after 

12 hr. heat up to 13500  C. 

ture remains at 1350°C but all inter-

mediate temperatures rise, the mean 

temperature becoming about 1175°C. 

This demonstrates quite clearly that 

the Installation of a veneer on the cold 

face increases the heat stored In the 

lining and can take the backing brick-

Work above its maximum working 

temperature. 	.The non steady.state 

temperature profiles when the lining 

is heated up to a 1350°C hot face • 

during 12 hours are shown in Fig. 2. 
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By comparison with Fig. I you cari see 

that thermal equilibrium Is not achieved 

either with or without the veneer. 

You can also see that the addition of 

51mm ceramic fibre on the hot face•has 

a dramatic effect on both the maximum 

and the average brick temperature 

reducing these to 4006C and 200°C 

respectively. 

Concentrating on the fuel savings 

aspect of veneering, the savings achiev-

ed depend on the amount by which 

the mean brick temperature is reduced 

by the veneer. Table 2, which sum-

marises the graphs, shows that the 

addition of a ceramic fibre veneer 

produces a greater reduction In the 

mean brick temperature under non 

steady-state conditions than when the 

lining is at thermal equilibrium. 

The savings also depend on the 

thermal mass of the brickwork and 

the thicker and denser the furnace 

brickwork, the greater will be the 

savings achieved by veneering. 
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VENEER THICKNESS 

Fig. 3—Fuel savings v. veneer thickness heat 
up 0-1350° C during 12 hours 229 
mm of 2160kg/m3 firebrick 

Veneer thickness is also. important 

and the way In which fuel savings 
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TABLE-2 
Reduction in brick temperature on adding veneer lining 

Reduction in 	brick 

tem perature 

°C 

Conditions 

Maximum Mean 

Equilibrium 550 400 

Non steady state 	(heat up over 	12h ) 950 500 

Reduction in brick temperature on adding 51mm ceramic fibre veneer to the hot face of 229mm 

of 2160kg/m3  brick for a furnace temperature of 1350°C. 

As a result the best fuel savings are 

achieved when the cycle time is short 

and the furnace working temperature 

Is high because under these conditions 

the lining is furthest from its equili-

brium temperature profile at the end 

of the cycle, 

increase with increasing veneer thick-

ness Is illustrated in Fig. 3. You can 

see that the installation of a 5Imm 

veneer of ceramic fibre onto 229mm of 

2I6kg/m3  brickwork which is heated 

to a hot face temperature of 1350°C 

during 12 hours reduces the heat flow 
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into the lining by about 85%. Taking 

account of the other heat flows ( to the 

charge, flue, etc ) this gives a saving 

of about 45 –50% In the total energy 

consumed by the furnace 	You can 

also see from Fig. 3 that the actual 

savings achieved are 152-176 M. 

cal/m2. 

This Is, of course, theoretical but 

we can now examine one particular 

furnace lining veneer which illustrates 

actual savings in fuel and throughput. 

Firth Brown Castings Limited of 

Scunthorpe in the U. K. have reduced 

their fuel bill by an overall 24% by 

veneering four bogie hearth heat  

treatment furnaces, each 4.57m long 

x 2.9m wide x 2.13m high. The veneer 

consists of two 25mm layers of I28kg/ 

m3  blanket impaled on stainless steel 

anchors. 

The furnaces are used for tempering, 

normalising, annealing and austenItising 

of steel and alloy iron castings at tem-

peratures between 300°C and 1050°C. 

Each load varies between 4 and 8 

tonnes and a typical treatment re-

quires 10 hours gradual heating 

followed by up to 10 hours at soak 

temperature. 

Table 3 details the consumption of 

natural gas fuel for one furnace before 

and after veneering. 

TABLE-3 
Consumption of natural gas before and after veneering 

Overall fuel saving : 24% 

Figures marked (Est) were calculated by interpolation or extrapolation from measured con-

sumptions. 
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Fuel saving3 in full low thermal 
mass lined furnaces 

As a further example of actual fuel 

savings, let us now examine an actual 

case history of a full ceramic fibre re-

line. 

Distington Engineering Company 

Limited of Workington in the U. K. 

have a bogie hearth heat treatment 

furnace which is fired on gas oil to 

temperatures In the range 600'C-

I000°C. The furnace is 9.76m long 

x 4.27m wide x 4.77m high and is 

used for the stress relieving and anneal-

ing of mild steel fabrications and S. G. 

iron ingot moulds. 

When a complete furnace re-line 

fell due, the respective quotations for 

re-bricking and an alternative low 

Savings 

thermal mass lining were only £400 

apart. 	It was decided to opt for the 

attractions of ceramic fibre with Its 

advantages of easy Installation and low 

thermal mass. 

The lining consists of two hot face 

layers of 25mm of 128g/ms TRITON 

KAOWOOL ceramic fibre blanket 

backed with 50mm of mineral wool 

impaled on stainless steel anchors. 

Tables 4 and 5 summarise the resul-

ting savings derived from this installa-

tion. The saving in heating time has 
proved to be a great advantage since 

the furnace is basically in use every 

day, seven days a week. The figures 
in Table 5 allow for 10% Inflation In 

fuel costs every year up to 1983 and 

indicate that by 1978 these will be 

sufficient to completely pay back the 

cost of the ceramic fibre lining. 

TABLE-4 
Savings derived iom using full low thermal mass lining 

Heat 
Treatment 
Group 

Number of 
Treatment 

BRICKS T. K. C. F. 	I 	SAVING 

Time 
Hrs. 

Galls 
Oil 

Time Oil Time Oil 

Stress Relief 
General Eng. 
Products 

25 199 7002 181 6300 9.5% 10% 

24% Stress Relief 
Large Vessels 10 28 1172 20 882 26% 

Full Anneal 
S. G. Iron 
Moulds 

14 19 941 15 

■ 

840 21% 1 1% 
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TABLE-5. Monetary Savings per year 

Year Saving—£ 

1973 832 

1974 1,172 

1975 1,289 

1976 1,417 

1977 1,558 

1978 1,613 

1979 1,774 

1980 1,951 

1981 

1982 

2,146 

2,360 

1983 2,596 

11 years 18,708 

Conclusion 

The advantages to be gained by the 
use of full ceramic fibre linings are 
so great that furnace builders and In-
dustry in general are changing to this 
technique very rapidly. Even the use 
of fibre veneers offer highly measurable 

savings in fuel and time. It Is likely 
In the near future that as fuel costs  

increase, all furnaces of a 	suitable 
nature, such as heat treatment fur-
naces, will be built exclusively with 

ceramic fibre linings. In many coun-
tries that day Is already here. The 
advantages. of easy design and Installa-

tion coupled with savings In fuel and 
time cannot be ignonred as they all 

result in a saving of money, 
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Appendices 

Appendix 1—Thermal conductivity of ceramic blanket 
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Dense 
firebrick 
lining 

Insulating 
firebrick 
lining 

Ceramic 
fibre 
lining 

sack 

--1-1.11" 

91110°C 

r 
66am. Worm. 

4Yi-H 

230fmn. 	1151m. 25rrun. 270mn■ 	15inm 

HEAT LOSS 
siu/frviu 
(kCalinVihr) 

195 
(628) 

178 
(482) 

175 
(474) 

HEAT STORAGE 

(kCal/m1 
48.381 

(131.000) 
5497 

04.900) 
1824 

(5000) 

WEIGHT 
i5L/10 
(kus./0) 

116 
(566) 

23.2 
(113) 

7.33 
(36) 

Appendix 2—Ceramic fibre lining compared to other wall constructions for equivalent 
furnace shell temperatures. Note the thinner wall, and significant reduc-

tion in weight and heat storage. 
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TRITON KAOMOOL 
ON HOT PACE 

STUD 

MINERAL WOOL 

225mm 
an 

BLANKET 
OVERLAP 
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22 Smm 
3" 
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911 

x x allowance for lining thickness on adjoining wall or roof. 

Appendix 3—Stud positions for 610mm. 2ft. wide blanket 
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• Ceramic fiber blanket Mineral wool 

Metal stud 

Direction of gas flow 
(ii this is a factor) 

Appendix 4—Lap joint blanket inter-
section at a corner 

CERAMIC 
FIBRE 
BLANKET 

MINERAL 
WOOL, 

Appendix 5c—Threequarter view 

SPEED CLIP 
(ROOF ONLY) 

UT 

"STUD 

WASHER 

Appendix 5b—Section view 

Appendix 5—Threaded stud systems. 

BLANKET 

Appendix 5a—Plan view of stud 
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MINERAL 'WOOL 

CERAMIC FIBRE 
BLANKET 

SPEED CLIP 
(ROOF ONLY) 

—STUD 

WASHER 

SIDEVIEW 

Appendix 6—Twist-o-lock system 
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Appendix 7—Anchor positions 
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CERAMIC 
ANCHOR 

TWIST-
0-LOCK 

.CASING XINERAL WOOL 	CERAMIC FIBRE BLANKET 4 - 25mm (1") LAYERS 

Appendix 8—Ceramic and cap for twist-o-lock studs 
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A Mineral wool 
Mineral wool 

Ceramic fiber blanket 
441

4  
01■1_1 	NINE 

Gas 
low 	 Gas 

flow 

Ceramic fiber blanket 

Multi blanket layer 
construction 

Single blanket layer 
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avA 

Appendix 9—Arrangement for protecting blanket joints against directional gas flow 

Ceramic fiber blanket 

Mineral wool 

Wall 
or 
roof 

Twis•lock stud and washer 
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Appendix 10—Door seal using locking washer stud system 
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Appendix 11—Burner block surrounded by ceramic fiber blanket 
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